T’RIR
ANY ERA OF PLAY
The T!rir are an ancient alien species whose empire waned. They resemble Earth
mantises. They are currently allied with the Santari. The closest analogue to their
biology is the insect. Socially the comparison is much closer, as they function with a
hive mentality, setting up a natural aristocracy and a biologically determined caste
system. Their society is consensus driven. They are uncomfortable in small groups.
Their society is also called the T!rir Consensus. Barbaric T!rir cultures may be found on
planets throughout the region, cut off when their ancient empire started to decay.
Some will be as far regressed as to be neolithic, while others will retain irregular traces
of high tech. The ! in T!rir is a click, and the "rir" sounds more like a grinding engine
noise. It's pronounceable by humans, unlike most words in their language.
EXAMPLE VALUE: Settle Back And Let the Younger Species Take Over
Ø

ATTRIBUTES: +1 Control, +1 Insight, +1 Reason

Ø

TRAIT: T!rir. Approximately 2m tall, they possess exoskeletons but have a more
efficient method of respiration and circulation than insects do. T!rir lifespans can
reach over 300 years, more if the individual enters hibernation. However, fertility of
the species has apparently dropped dramatically, and perhaps as few as a million
now live. Despite their small numbers and lack of cultural vibrancy, the T!rir wield
great power due to their technical knowledge and scientific skills. Horrible cloning
experiments have caused the T!rir to abandon that method as a way to increase
their numbers.

Ø

TALENTS: The character receives access to the following talents. All T!rir
characters must take the T!rir Chitin talent during character creation.

T!RIR CHITIN
REQUIREMENT: T!rir.
You have unusually resilient chitin. Your chitin provides you with Resistance 2.

T!RIR CONSENSUS
REQUIREMENT: T!rir
Once per mission, when you assist an ally on a single Task using the same Attribute
and the same Discipline as they are using, you and that ally may ignore up to two
Complications generated by that Task.pool.
SAMPLE NAMES: T!rir names are unpronounceable by other species. They adapt
words from other cultures for names, often opting for puns in their language, such as
Mantissa or Termitaria.
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